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Standing on the side of the road, the fallen motorcycle bursts
into flames. His dark eyes meet mine and he looks like an
animal ready to devour me. The worst part? I want him to. A
woman who is about to go down a rough road... Logan isn't
my type. He's a brazen outlaw, with eyes like midnight and a
fighter's hardened body. I can't help but feel uneasy when I'm
around him, but with that unease comes a dark throbbing chill
up my spine. He's definitely not boring, and maybe that's why
I can't stop thinking about him. Problem is, he's guarded and
distant with me. I can't blame him. I did just put the President
of his motorcycle club in the hospital... A man on the edge of
the law... A woman has never challenged my loyalty to my
club. Until Cassie. She's a defiant one, with a fierce attitude
and a body made for sin. Somehow, whenever I look in her
blue eyes, I feel like I'm going to drown. This mess couldn't
have happened at a better time. My motorcycle club needs
me. With my long time friend in the hospital I need my wits
about me. But how can I whip these rookies into shape with
Cassie constantly on my mind? Can't I just forget about her?
God knows I've done it before with weaker women. I can't
have a repeat of what happened to my crew in California.
Especially if it's my fault. From Amy Isan comes Part One of a
sizzling Serial about an outlaw and the woman who dares to
tame him...
Happily ever after doesn't always start with "first comes love."
Gabriel Maguire thought he'd buried his past until the night he
met Holly, only to lose the woman he cared about, again.
Holly Jacobs has always put the cart before the horse. A
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prodigy who shot to stardom in textile design, she never knew
a normal life-and there's nothing she longs for more than to
be normal. Pregnant before she even knows the name of her
baby's father, Holly has put the cart miles ahead of the horse
this time. But when she and Gabe meet for the second time,
they decide to have their baby together. Holly finally begins to
accept her unique way of doing everything backward, but
Gabe's very normality drives her up the walls. Then his tragic
past rears up; pain and loss threaten to destroy forever the
fragile bond that has blossomed between him and Holly.
Sometimes the only way to get where you need to be is to put
the cart before the horse.
Persephone is held captive by the dark and commanding
Aidon, the God of the Underworld, who binds her to him,
claiming her bit by glorious bit as his own. Her coming of age
is one of sexual awakening as she learns the bondage her
new master imposes fulfills her darkest desires. But forced to
face the looming specter of her history, it threatens to shatter
the newly formed bonds between the couple.
5 Hot Heroes / 4 Authors / 4 Worlds Discover five sexy alpha
heroes in four hot adventures. They were each taken,
tortured and tormented. These powerful males were held
against their will, prisoners of fate. What happens when they
escape their captors...and fall in love? Vengeance. Desire.
Destiny. Nothing can stop...Alphas Unleashed. A Warrior's
Heart (Marastin Dow Book 1.1) by S.E. Smith Sealed With A
Kiss, A Djinn Novella by Mina Khan Dead Drop, A My
Immortals Novella by Carolyn Jewel Chimera Born: The
Beginning (Book 1 of the Chimera) by Michele Callahan
The Latest in Chart-Topping Amish Fiction from Beverly
Lewis Twenty-seven-year-old Joanna Kurtz has made several
trips to the altar, but never as a bride. The single young
Amishwoman is a closet writer with a longing to be published
something practically unheard of in her Lancaster County
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community. Yet Joanna's stories aren't her only secret. She
also has a beau who is courting her from afar, unbeknownst
even to her sister, Cora, who, though younger, seems to have
suitors to spare. Eben Troyer is a responsible young
Amishman who hopes to make Joanna Kurtz his bride--if he
can ever leave his parents' farm in Shipshewana, Indiana. Yet
with his only brother off in the English world, intent on a
military career, Eben's hopes for building a life with his dear
Joanna are dimming, and patience is wearing thin. Will
Joanna ever be more than a bridesmaid?

The Ancient Egyptian gods have defeated all the
other pantheons and claimed dominion over the
earth, dividing it into warring factions. Lt. David
Westwynter, a British soldier, stumbles into
Freegypt, the only place to have remained
independent of the gods’ influence. There, he
encounters the followers of a humanist leader known
as the Lightbringer, who has vowed to rid mankind of
the shackles of divine oppression. As the world
heads towards an apocalyptic battle, there is far
more to this freedom fighter than it seems...
With U.S. intelligence agencies wracked by internal
power struggles and paralyzed by bureaucracy, the
President was forced to establish his own
clandestine group--Covert-One--only activated as a
last resort, when the threat is on a global scale and
time is running out. In northern Uganda, an
American special forces team is decimated by a
group of normally peaceful farmers. Video of the
attack shows even women and children possessing
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almost supernatural speed and strength, consumed
with a rage that makes them immune to pain, fear,
and all but the most devastating injuries. CovertOne's top operative, army microbiologist Colonel Jon
Smith, is sent to investigate the attack and finds
evidence of a parasitic infection that for centuries
has been causing violent insanity and then going
dormant. This time, though, it's different. The
parasite had been purposely kept alive and crudely
transmitted in acts of terrorism. Now the director of
Iranian Intelligence is in Uganda trying to obtain this
biological weapon to unleash it on the West. Smith
and his team are ambushed and cut off from all
outside support just as they begin to suspect that
forces much more powerful than the Iranians are in
play-forces that can be traced to Washington itself.
Allowing herself to be hypnotized, fifteen-year-old
Kira reveals memories of another time and place that
may eventually cost her and her mother their lives.
From New York Times bestselling author Madeline
Hunter comes this seductive tale of a headstrong
young lady, a scandalous manuscript, and the ironwilled duke determined to save her from her ruin. For
fans of Mary Balogh, Eloisa James, and Julia Quinn.
When Lady Lydia Alfreton is blackmailed over the
shocking contents of a manuscript she once wrote,
she must go to the most desperate of measures to
raise the money to buy back the ill-considered prose:
agreeing to an old wager posed by the arrogant,
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dangerous Duke of Penthurst. At least Penthurst is a
man she wouldn’t mind fleecing—and she’s
confident she’ll win. Penthurst long ago concluded
Lydia was a woman in search of ruinous adventure,
but even he is surprised when she arrives at his
house ready to bet her innocence against his ten
thousand pounds—a wager he only proposed to warn
her off gambling. When she loses to a simple draw
of the cards, Lydia is shocked. Now, her problems
are twofold: a blackmailer determined to see her pay
and a duke determined to tame her rebellious ways.
One misstep and Lydia could find herself ruined—or
bound to the seductive man who would make her his
duchess.
In an alternative history where Ireland is the world's
largest superpower and the rest of Europe is full of
disjointed nations, a group of Irish scientists who
have already bent the laws of nature are striving to
conquer the nature of time.
What if... Your picture was taped inside teenage
boys' lockers across America, your closets were
bursting with never-worn designer clothing, and the
tabloids constantly asked whether you were losing
your "good girl" status? It's a glamorous life, but
sixteen-year-old Kaitlin Burke, costar of one of the
hottest shows on TV, is exhausted from the
pressures of fame. Then she hits on an outrageously
daring solution, one that has to remain top secret or
it will jeopardize everything she's ever worked for.
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Don't miss the first book in Jen Calonita's six-book
Secrets of My Hollywood Life series!
It is a secret that has been hidden for more than a
half century. . . . The clues have been scattered
across the globe. Now someone has begun to piece
them together—and the future of the world depends
on his being stopped in time. In Maryland, a vicious
gang breaks into the National Cryptologic Museum
and steals a Nazi Enigma machine. In a London
hospital, an Auschwitz survivor is murdered in his
bed, his killers making off with a macabre trophy—his
severed left arm. In Prague, a seemingly worthless
painting is stolen from a synagogue. Three cities.
Three puzzling thefts. Could there possibly be a
connection? When former art thief Tom Kirk is first
asked to investigate, the Prague theft certainly
seems unremarkable enough—until the stolen
painting turns up alongside the amputated human
arm. As Tom digs deeper into the past, both items
appear to be elements in an elaborate trail of clues
laid down in the dying days of the Third Reich by a
secret order of SS knights—clues that stretch from
the remote mountains of Idaho to the snowy streets
of St. Petersburg and ultimately lead to a fabled
treasure lost in the ashes of war. Spurred on by the
sinister light of the Black Sun emblem, ghosts from
his past, and the poisonous manipulations of a
deadly enemy, Tom finds himself trapped in a
situation where the greatest prize of all is life
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itself—and not just his own. . . .
There's one thing I've never understood about time
management books, and that is, why do so many of
them take so much time to read? Have you noticed
that? It seems to me a book about time management
should be, well, short. To the point. Efficient.So that's
what I did in Tell Your Time. I distilled all of the time
management, organization, scheduling and goalsetting tips I've gleaned over the years (that's a lot)
into one easy-to-read, easy-to-implement,
straightforward, no-nonsense ebook.Remember,
time management is like weight loss. There's no
magic bullet. The basic principles in weight loss
books are all variations on the same theme: eat well
and exercise. Consume fewer calories then you
expend. The same goes for time management
books. There's no magic bullet. The basic principles
in time management books are all variations on the
same theme: make sure all your to-dos fit within the
24 hours allotted.This book will walk you through a
process—the one I personally use—that has helped
many others. And it will do it in a fraction of the time
and at a fraction of the cost.Because I think you
should live life living, not just reading about it.Tell
Your Time will help you identify the most important
things—and the most important people—in your life.
You will easily set goals and learn how to manage
your time efficiently so no *thing*—or no *one*—falls
through the cracks.Oh, and by the way, during the
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writing of this book I finally figured out the answer to
my question, you know, the one about time
management books being so time consuming. A
traditional publisher contacted me and offered to
publish Tell Your Time as a "regular" book. But there
was a catch. In order to justify the cost of publishing,
I had to beef it up...and make it about 7 times longer.
I was very grateful for the offer, but I declined. (By
the way, if you want to hear that full story, find the
Tools page I reference throughout the book.)Tell
Your Time packs a huge practical punch. Small time
commitment, small price tag, huge benefit.
"...[a] captivating, emotionally charged journey
through America's past."--Publishers Weekly starred
review on With Every Breath Anna O'Brien leads a
predictable and quiet life as a map librarian at the
illustrious Library of Congress until she stumbles
across the baffling mystery of a ship disappeared at
sea. Thwarted in her attempts to uncover
information, her determination outweighs her
shyness and she turns to a dashing congressman for
help. Luke Callahan was one of the nation's most
powerful congressmen before his promising career
was shadowed in scandal. Eager to share in a new
cause and intrigued by the winsome librarian, he
joins forces with Anna to solve the mystery of the
lost ship. Opposites in every way, Anna and Luke
are unexpectedly drawn to each other despite the
strict rules forbidding Anna from any romantic
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entanglements with members of Congress. From the
gilded halls of the Capitol where powerful men shape
the future of the nation, to the scholarly archives of
the nation's finest library, Anna and Luke are soon
embroiled in secrets much bigger and more perilous
than they ever imagined. Is bringing the truth to light
worth risking all they've ever dreamed for their
futures?
What does it take to build a marriage that will last?
Tony and Lauren Dungy have together known the
highest of highs and the lowest of lows. They fell in
love, built a family, and made sports history when
Tony became the first African American head coach
to win the Super Bowl. Yet they’ve also gone
through difficult, relationship-testing setbacks,
including job loss and devastating personal tragedy.
In a culture where it seems harder and harder to
make marriage last, what has kept the Dungys
strong through it all? In Uncommon Marriage, Tony
and Lauren share the secrets that hold them
together, revealing what they’ve learned so far
about being a good husband or wife; getting through
times of loss, grief, or change; staying connected
despite busy schedules; supporting each other’s
dreams and goals; and helping each other grow
spiritually. They offer encouragement and practical
advice to equip your marriage to survive tough
issues and flourish with joy, purpose, and
partnership—in other words, to be a marriage that is
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truly uncommon.
She lost it all in one agonizing moment... Princess Michal
is used to getting everything she wants, and she has her
heart set on the young hero David. But their passionate
love affair is destroyed by her father's murderous rage.
Will David's departing promises be enough? David the
King is no longer the charming harpist she gave her
heart to. The most powerful man in Israel, he falls into
the arms of the beautiful Bathsheba. Temptation comes
in the form of a dashing Philistine warrior. Michal vows to
be the only woman in David's heart, but does she know
her own? A novel of betrayal, forbidden love, and
redemption, Michal's Window is an imaginative retelling
of King David's story through the eyes of the woman who
loved him first.
Mandy's life changes forever when her ten-year-old twin
sister eats a hamburger tainted with E coli and dies.
Andrea Thalasinos's debut novel is an inspiring story of
how a single act of kindness can transform your life.
Rosalie MacKenzie is headed nowhere until she sees
Smokey, a Siberian husky suffering from neglect.
Rosalie finds the courage to rescue the dog, and—united
by the bond of love that forms between them—they save
each other. Soon Rosalie and Smokey are immersed in
the world of competitive dogsled racing. Days are filled
with training runs, the stark beauty of rural Wisconsin,
and the whoosh of runners on snow. Rosalie discovers
that behind the modern sport lies a tragic history: the
heartbreaking story of the Chukchi people of Siberia.
When Stalin's Red Army displaced the Chukchi in 1929,
many were killed and others lost their homes and their
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beloved Guardians—the huskies that were the soul and
livelihood of their people. Alternating between past and
present, telling of a struggling Chukchi family and a
young woman discovering herself, An Echo Through the
Snow takes readers on a gripping, profound, and
uplifting dogsled ride to the Iditarod and beyond, on a
journey of survival and healing. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
College sophomore Hannah Maquiling doesn't know why
everyone tells her their love problems. She's never even
had a boyfriend, but that doesn't stop people from
spilling their guts to her, and asking for advice. So
maybe it shouldn't be a surprise when the cutest guy in
school tells her that she's going to have to take on this
responsibility -- but for all humanity.The Goddess of Love
has gone AWOL. It's a problem, because her job is to
keep in check this world's obsession with love (and lack
of it). The God of the Sun, for now an impossibly
handsome senior at an exclusive college just outside of
Metro Manila, thinks Hannah has what it takes to
(temporarily) do the job.While she's learning to do this
goddess thing, she practices on the love troubles of shy
Kathy, who's got a secret admirer on campus. Hannah's
mission, should she choose to accept it, is to make sure
that he's not a creepy stalker and they find their happily
ever after -- or at least something that'll last until next
semester. (As if she could refuse! The Sun God asked
so nicely. And he's so, well, hot.)
"While on a spring break from college, Native American
Tara Eagle was kidnapped in a foreign land. She and her
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friends struggle for survival, first against terrorists, and
then against the army. Her relatives become frustrated,
and then angry at the slow response from the United
States Government. There are over five hundred Indian
tribes recognized by Congress. In modern times a group
of Indians used their sovereignty for something other
than a casino. The Cold River Indian Nation of Oregon
declared war on a foreign country. They were joined by
others."--P. [4] of cover.
Ivy settles in to life at Wallachia Academy and tries to adjust
to the school's strict rules, while back in Franklin Grove, Olivia
begins dressing like Ivy in order to get into a vampire rock
concert.
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